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We revisit the fidelity as a measure for the stability and the complexity of the quantum
motion of single and many-body systems. Within the context of cold atoms, we present
on overview of applications of two fidelities which we call static and dynamical fidelity,
respectively. The static fidelity applies to quantum problems which can be diagonalized since
it is defined via the eigenfunctions. In particular, we show that the static fidelity is a highly
effective practical detector of avoided crossings characterizing the complexity of the systems
and their evolutions. The dynamical fidelity is defined via the time-dependent wave functions.
Focussing on the quantum kicked rotor system, we highlight a few practical applications of
fidelity measurements in order to better understand the large variety of dynamical regimes
of this paradigm of a low-dimensional system with mixed regular-chaotic phase space.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Generally it is very useful to have a working tool for the characterization of systems and their
dynamical evolution. An experimental technique with great value for practical measurement ap-
plications is the echo method, in particular known as spin or Hahn echo and much used in nuclear
magnetic resonance experiments [1]. Echos are necessarily dynamical functions characterizing the
quality and the difference between forward and backward evolutions. As a consequence, it was quite
natural to suggest the echo in the context of dynamical systems as a measure for the dynamical
spreading of trajectories, which was done by Asher Peres back in 1984 [2]. This quantity is de-
fined as the overlap of two quantum mechanical wave function developed with two slightly different
Hamiltonians, whose difference is quantified by the change of an appropriate control parameter.
While it turned out that a categorization of fidelity decays for different dynamical systems, with
classically integrable, mixed regular-chaotic or fully chaotic phase space, is generally not simple
and may depend on non universal details of the systems, it is well established that several univer-
sal decay regimes can be found characterized not so much by the systems’ properties but by the
perturbation strength. These universal regimes are known as perturbation regime, Gaussian decay
and Fermi Golden Rule regime [3] and they are well described in recent reviews [4, 5].
In this paper we present a compact overview of the use of the overlap function, vulgo fidelity, in
the broader context of complex quantum systems, which range from quantum many-body models
[6] to strongly driven dynamical quantum systems [7]. We review two concepts of overlap functions
relevant for cold-atom experiments and which both are equally relevant for characterizing the
response of quantum systems to perturbations as well as their dynamical evolution. The first
concept is based on the static overlap of two eigenfunction computed for two slightly different
control parameters, hence it is basically a spectral characterization of the system at hand. The
second concept is the original fidelity introduced by Peres [2], which represents the overlap of two
dynamical wave functions taken at equal times but evolved with two different Hamiltonians up
to this time. Both measures are useful to characterize the temporal evolution of a problem, since
the latter is connected with the spectrum by the spectral theorem, of course. What we mean is
that knowing all static overlaps between eigenfunctions at different control parameters and their
corresponding eigenvalues, we can in principle reconstruct the dynamical overlap function. This
is true for Hamiltonians which either do not depend explicitly on time or are periodically time-
dependent (since then we can use Floquet theory to arrive at an eigenbasis). The advantage of
the purely dynamical overlap function is that it can be computed also for Hamiltonians which
3are explicitly time dependent, and there is no need for computing eigenvalues and eigenfunctions,
which can be a true practical problem for large quantum few-body or many-body systems [8, 9].
II. STATIC FIDELITY MEASURE
Given a control parameter λ and a perturbation V , we are studying the following class of
Hamiltonians H(λ) = H0 + λV . Then the static fidelity between the n-th eigenstates (assuming
normalized states, a discrete spectrum, and an ordered spectrum such as En+1 ≥ En), denoted by
|n〉, of the two Hamiltonians H(λ) and H(λ+ δλ) is defined as
fn(λ, δλ) ≡ |〈n(λ)|n(λ+ δλ)〉| . (1)
Here the change in the control parameter δλ is assumed to be small. Locally in the spectrum,
the quantity fn(λ, δλ) characterizes the change of the eigenfunctions. If the latter change adiabat-
ically, the value of fn(λ, δλ) will stay close to one. On the other hand, if we encounter avoided
level crossings, at which the eigenfunctions strongly mix, the value of fn(λ, δλ) will substantially
decrease. To better detect and characterize avoided crossings for a given quantum level n, we
better investigate the fidelity change [6], also known as fidelity susceptibility in condensed-matter
literature [10], defined by
Sn(λ, δλ) ≡ 1− fn(λ, δλ)
(δλ)2
. (2)
For most of the spectra so far encountered in practice, as long as δλ  1, Sn turned out to be
largely independent of δλ, i.e. Sn(λ, δλ) ≈ Sn(λ), and vanishingly small except in the vicinity
of an avoided level crossing. The independence of δλ follows in the limit δλ → 0 directly from
perturbation theory.
The independence of δλ has a simple origin, namely that the first non-vanishing contribution
to fn in the perturbation expansion of the changed state |n(λ + δλ)〉 is of second order in δλ,
a well known fact from quantum perturbation theory. The fidelity measure (1) and the fidelity
susceptibility (2) had found a nice application in the characterization of ground states of quantum
many-body systems [10–12]. Sn detects qualitative changes in the ground state very well, when
they are connected to an avoided level crossing. Since most of quantum phase transitions in finite
systems are characterized by a gap, Sn acts as an effective detector of these transitions and one can
check its scaling with the system size, for instance, to pin down the interesting parameter value
at which the transitions occurs. Our definition above generalizes the utility of Sn to gaps, e.g.
avoided crossings, lying anywhere in the spectrum.
4FIG. 1. (a) Energy spectrum of Eq. (5) for x = 0, y = 2, z = 3. All levels are coupled and the spectrum
shows two close avoided crossings; (b) fidelity change Sn(λ) and (c) renormalized curvature Cn(λ) for the
three levels shown in (a). Data adapted from [6].
Of course, the computation of Sn is based on the eigenfunctions, which is a practical disad-
vantage for large quantum systems, where its simpler to compute just the eigenvalues (and not
the eigenfunctions explicitly) with optimized numerical methods. Yet this problem turns into an
advantage in the sense that it turned out that Sn detects a large percentage, close to one hundred
per cent, of the total number of avoided crossings in either a region of the spectrum or the en-
tire spectrum of complex quantum systems. Hence, compared to other measures, e.g. which are
based solely on the eigenvalues and their change with the control parameter, our measure Sn is
very effective and reliable for the practical numerical detection of avoided crossings all over the
spectrum.
There is an intrinsic connection between our measure Sn and the local level curvature in the
spectrum. In order to see this connection, let us expand the eigenfunction |n(λ + δλ)〉 in second
5FIG. 2. (a) Section of the energy spectrum of the Bose-Hubbard model from Eq. (6) with F = 0 and for
U = u and J = 1− u for a small system 5 particles in 5 lattice sites. One level undergoing several avoided
crossings is highlighted by the thick (blue) line. Some crossings are not resolved on the scale of the figure
but marked by circles. (b) Individual fidelity measures Sn of the different eigenstates (dashed lines) and the
highlighted level of (a) (thick solid blue line). In this example all avoided crossings are effectively and easily
detected.
order in δλ
Sn(λ) ≈ 1
2
∑
m6=n
|〈m(λ)|V |n(λ)〉|2
[En − Em]2 ≈
|〈n′(λ)|V |n(λ)〉|2
2 [En − En′ ]2 . (3)
In the last step, we reduced the sum near an isolated avoided crossing to the nearest neighbour level
n′. Similarly, one can expand the renormalized curvature with the gap function ∆(λ) = |En−En′ |,
also in second order to approximate the level curvature by [13]
Cn(λ) ≡
∣∣∣∣ 1∆(λ) ∂2En(λ)∂λ2
∣∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣∣ 2∆(λ) ∑
m 6=n
|〈m(λ)|V |n(λ)〉|2
En − Em
∣∣∣∣ ≈ 2 |〈n′(λ)|V |n(λ)〉|2[En − En′ ]2 . (4)
Within this approximation, which is obviously exact for a two level system, we have the following
interesting relation between the measure Sn and the level curvature Cn(λ) ≈ 4Sn(λ). This in
6turn justifies the use of Sn for the numerical detection of avoided crossings, which are intimately
connected to changes in the curvature of the eigenvalues as a function of the control parameter. Of
course, the last steps in the Eqs. (3) and (4) are crude approximations. Experience tells that on
average over a full spectrum they are quite good though. In any case, our numerical results and
computations in general do not make use of them explicitly. From the practical point of view it
turns out the detection of avoided crossings by the fidelity is much more reliable than by using the
levels. This defines the value of Sn for practical numerical work.
We are testing the measure from Eq. (2) in the following. We start with a very simple three
state model described by the real symmetric matrix
H(λ) =

0 x y
x 0 z
y z 0
+ λ

−1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
 =

−λ x y
x 0 z
y z λ
 . (5)
Figure 1 nicely shows that Sn is able to detect and to distinguish two nearby avoided crossings.
As an example of a quantum many-body system, we study now the class of Hamiltonians of the
form
Hˆ(t) = −J
L∑
l=1
(eiF taˆ†l+1aˆl + h.c.) + U
L∑
l=1
nˆl(nˆl − 1) . (6)
aˆ†l and aˆl are creation and annihilation operators of bosons at the lattice site l and nˆl = aˆ
†
l aˆl is
the corresponding number operator. For F = 0, this model is the well known Hubbard model
with onsite interactions (last term) for bosonic ultracold atoms [14, 17]. Figure 2 shows a scan
of the many-body spectrum of a small system of five atoms in five lattice sites as a function of
U ≡ u, fixing J = 1− u and F = 0. We see that all avoided crossings are detected by our fidelity
measure. The next figure 3 shows a histogram count of avoided crossings as a function of U/J now.
The zone in parameter space with a large number of crossings corresponds to the spectral region
which follows a Wigner-Dyson distribution for the nearest neighbour spacings in the spectrum (one
possible definition of quantum chaotic system [15, 20]). This is shown by the thick/red solid line
in the figure. In ref. [18] further details may be found on the connection between quantum chaos,
avoided crossings and also entanglement measures in time-independent Bose-Hubbard systems.
The case with finite F represents a paradigm of a many-body Floquet Hamiltonian, which is
analyzed in detail in references [6, 8, 13]. Ref. [6] shows, in particular, that the transition from
the regular to chaotic regime as a function of F can be well captured by the analysis of the width
7FIG. 3. (a) Local density of avoided crossings ρAC (left axis) for NEL energy levels from the centre of
the spectrum for the Bose-Hubbard model from Eq. (6) as a function of U/J for 8 bosons in 7 lattice sites
(F = 0): NEL = 10 (dashed), 100 (solid) and ca. 400 eigenstates (blue histogram); a χ2, see [16] for details,
test is also shown (right axis and thick/red solid line) with values close to zero for good Wigner-Dyson
(quantum chaotic) statistics of the full spectrum. The central part of the spectrum follows the overall
distribution of crossings, but it has a larger local density of crossings especially around the maximum of
the distribution. Interestingly, this maximum is found close to the Mott-insulator transition in the ground
state of our 1D Bose-Hubbard model [14], a fact that most likely has do with the reordering of the spectrum
around this transition briefly discussed in [17].
distribution of the detected avoided crossings[6, 19]
P (c) = (1− γ)δ(c) + 2γ
2
pic¯
exp
[
−γ
2c2
pic¯2
]
. (7)
We use the fidelity measure Sn to find all avoided crossings and then just compute the difference
c of nearest neighbouring levels at the avoided crossings from the spectrum independently. This
distribution has a chaotic part of weight 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and a finite regular component, which is visible
as a strong enhancement of P (c) close to zero, see the δ(c) function. c¯ is the mean value of the
width in the ensemble of avoided crossings. P (c) separates better the regular from the chaotic
8components of a given quantum spectrum than the nearest neighbor level spacing distribution.
Using the fidelity change (2), the perturbation may or may not preserve symmetries intrinsic to
the system. Hence, for an analysis based on our static fidelity measure a splitting of the basis into
symmetry reduced subspaces may not be strictly necessary (for symmetry breaking perturbations)
in order to characterize the chaotic properties of a quantum system. This is another advantage
with respect to standard measure such as the nearest level spacing distributions [15, 20].
The static fidelity measure (2) is hence a very reliable technique for analysing complex quantum
spectra. Its great advantage is that it can easily be automatized and it detects almost all avoided
crossings. The measure only fails in cases where two avoided crossings get too close to each other
such that their clear separation is not possible any more. Too close means here that their distance
in the control parameter becomes comparable to their width in energy. Such close coincidences of
crossings of comparable strength are from our experience rather rare in typical quantum systems.
Besides in the mentioned applications for detecting avoided crossings (see above) and, in particular,
quantum phase transitions [11], the authors of [9] have recently applied our measure to charac-
terize the complexity of an electronic two-body quantum dot systems based on heavy numerical
diagonalizations.
We finally note that the concept of the static fidelity measure based on Eq. (1) is easily extended
to matrices of overlaps of all eigenfunctions at given control parameters, see e.g. [21]. The
disadvantage is then, however, that one obtains too much information, which may be hard to
interpret, and one must compute, of course, all the eigenfunctions of a given system in order to get
all the non-diagonal elements of this generalized fidelity matrix.
III. DYNAMICAL FIDELITY FUNCTION
The stability of quantum evolution against parametric changes is a subject of broad theoretical
and experimental interest. A widely used concept is the fidelity introduced by Peres [2], and
the closely related Loschmidt echo [4, 5], which is built as the interference pattern between wave
functions that are obtained by propagating the same initial state under two slightly different
Hamiltonians. The behaviour of fidelity, e.g. the quantity
F (t) = |〈ψλ+δλ(t)|ψλ(t)〉|2 , (8)
in time is known to display some universal properties that reflect also the underlying classical
dynamics [4, 5]. Not much is known, however, for the temporal evolution of F (t) for long times,
9in particular, for classically nearly integrable and mixed regular-chaotic systems.
An optimal platform for experiments on fidelity in low dimensional chaotic systems is provided
by the quantum kicked rotor model. It is realized with cold and ultracold (Bose-Einstein conden-
sates) atoms [7, 22] and with light pulses in optical fibers [23]. The used techniques to measure
fidelity range from interferometric methods in either internal atomic states [24] or in the centre-of-
mass motion of the atoms [25] to the time reversal of the dynamics by exploiting the properties of
the quantum resonant motion [26].
A. The quantum kicked rotor and fidelity
Experiments on the kicked rotor based on (ultra)cold atoms work with particles moving along
a line, periodically kicked in time by an optical lattice, and possibly subject to a constant Stark
or gravity field. Neglecting atom-atom interactions, the quantum dynamics is described by the
following Hamiltonian in dimensionless variables (such that ~ = 1) [7, 27, 28]:
Hˆ(xˆ, pˆ, t) =
pˆ2
2
− η
τ
xˆ+ k cos(xˆ)
∑
t∈Z
δ(t− tτ) . (9)
The kick period is τ , the kick strength is k, and t is a discrete time variable that counts the number
of kicks. The additional parameter η yields the change in momentum produced by the constant
field over one kick period. In the accelerated (by gravity) frame of reference, the total potential is
again spatially periodic, implying the conservation of quasi-momentum β. With the chosen units,
β can take on allowed values between 0 and 1. Using Bloch theory, the atom dynamics from
immediately after the (t− 1)-th kick to immediately after the next t-th kick is then described by
the unitary operator, which is derived in detail in [27]:
Uˆβ,k,η(t) = e−ik cos(θˆ) e−iτ/2(Nˆ+β+ηt+η/2)2 . (10)
The full evolution operator over the first t kicks is given by
Uˆtβ,k,η ≡ Uˆβ,k,η(t-1) Uˆβ,k,η(t-2) . . . Uˆβ,k,η(1) Uˆβ,k,η(0) . (11)
where Nˆ = −i ddθ is the (angular) momentum operator with periodic boundary conditions. The
time-dependent Hamiltonian that generates the quantum evolution corresponding to (11) would
be
Hˆ(Nˆ , θˆ, β, t) = 1
2
(
Nˆ + β + η
τ
t
)2
+ k cos(θˆ)
∑
t∈Z
δ(t− tτ) . (12)
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The temporal evolution of the fidelity can now be studied with respect to changes of one of the
parameter in Eq. (12). Motivated by the experiments reported in Refs. [24, 29], we consider in the
following changes in the kick strength k and the gravity parameter η. For a given quasimomentum
β, the dynamical fidelity is defined as
Fβ(k1, k2, η1, η2, t) =
∣∣∣ 〈Uˆtβ,k1,η1ψβ(0)∣∣∣Uˆtβ,k2,η2ψβ(0)〉 ∣∣∣2 . (13)
In a typical experimental situations with cold atoms [7, 24, 25, 29–32], the atoms are non interacting
and each of them has in good approximation a well defined initial momentum, meaning that its
quasimomentum is essentially fixed. This ensemble is best approximated by a statistical density
operator ρˆ =
∫
β dβρ(β) |ψβ(0)〉 〈ψβ(0)|. Then the fidelity generalized to density operators [5] gives
the slightly more involved formula for our system of cold atoms [28, 33]:
F (k1, k2, η1, η2, t) =
∣∣∣∣ ∫
β
ρ(β)
〈
Uˆtβ,k1,η1ψβ(0)
∣∣∣Uˆtβ,k2,η2ψβ(0)〉 dβ∣∣∣∣2 . (14)
B. Applications of fidelity to kicked cold atoms
1. Quantum resonant motion and saturation of fidelity
A series of experimental investigations has looked closely at the so-called quantum resonant
motion of the quantum kicked rotor over the last fifteen years, see e.g. [7, 31] and references
therein. This interest is mainly motivated by the type of ballistic motion with fast acceleration
which can be obtained in this particular region of parameters. The quantum resonances allow one
the realization of ratchet-like dynamics as well, when breaking the spatial-temporal symmetries
of the kicked rotor [7, 34]. We restrict here, as most of previous works, to the main quantum
resonances occurring whenever τ is not only commensurate to 2pi but an integer multiple of it, i.e.
τ = 2pi`, ` integer. Then, for specially chosen values of quasi-momentum β, the energy of the rotor
with this fixed β increases quadratically as t→ +∞ [27, 35]. In the presence of gravity, asymptotic
quadratic growth of energy at certain values of β is still possible close to resonant values of the
kick period[27]. From the theoretical point of view, these quantum resonances are convenient since
we have analytical access to the wave functions [27, 35] and hence to analytical estimates for the
development of fidelity [28, 33]. Using pseudoclassical approximation theory [7, 27, 35, 37], this is
true also for small detuning from the resonance conditions.
We review here just the result of simple analytical considerations, whose details can be found
in [28, 33]. The fidelity at a main quantum resonance is considered in two cases: first for the
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perturbation parameter ∆k = k2−k1 and a fixed quasimomentum β. The fidelity is then computed
from the overlap 〈
Uˆtβ,k1,ηψβ(0)
∣∣∣Uˆtβ,k2,ηψβ(0)〉 = J0(∆k|Wt|) , (15)
such as to yield
Fβ(k1, k2, η, t) =
∣∣∣J0(∆k|Wt|)∣∣∣2 . (16)
The argument of the zero-order Bessel function contains the following sum of phases:
Wt ≡Wt(η, β) =
t−1∑
r=0
e−ipi`(2β+1)re−i2pi`rηt+ipi`ηr
2
. (17)
Applying Eq. (16) at η = 0 and resonant β = βres (e.g. βres = 0 for ` = 2) we have simply Wt = t,
which leads to
Fβres(k1, k2, η = 0, t) =
∣∣∣J0(∆kt)∣∣∣2 . (18)
This fidelity decays asymptotically, for large times, like a power-law with exponent one [33]. Av-
eraging over a full ensemble of quasimomenta in a Brillouine zone, we arrive at a fidelity which
asymptotically saturates to a constant value
F (∆k, t) ≡
∣∣∣∣ ∫ β=1
β=0
〈
Uˆtβ,k1ψβ(0)
∣∣∣Uˆtβ,k2ψβ(0)〉 dβ∣∣∣∣2 t→∞−→ 1(2pi)2
(∫ 2pi
0
J20
(
∆k
2 sinα
)
dα
)2
. (19)
This asymptotically exact saturation of the fidelity sets in very quickly in practice for typical
experimental parameters, after t > z0/∆k, where z0 is the first zero of the zero order Bessel
function [33]. An interferometric cold-atom experiment at Harvard [25] nicely confirmed our theory
showing this saturation of fidelity for various perturbations ∆k and measurements up to about 60
kicks.
In the second case, we consider the motion in a gravity field for the forward motion, whilst this
field is absent in the backward motion. The kick strength does not change here. This gives for the
fidelity, following a similar reasoning as done in [28],
Fβ(η, t) =
∣∣∣〈ψβ(0)|Uˆ†tβ,k,η=0 Uˆtβ,k,η|ψβ(0)〉∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣e−iφ(β,η,t)J0 (√(tk)2 + k2|Wt|2 − 2tk2Re(Wt)) ∣∣∣∣2 .
(20)
For a single β, the additional phase φ(β, η, t) = `pi
∑t−1
q=0 (β + qη + /η2)
2 is superfluous, yet it
becomes important when considering contributions from different quasimomenta, see subsection
III B 4 for this case.
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FIG. 4. (left) phase space of the pseudoclassical model for η = 0, k|| = 0.04pi (green/grey data points) as
compared to its pendulum approximation [20, 36] (solid lines, where the red line shows the separatrix of the
pendulum). (right) phase space of the pseudoclassical model with gravity for the parameters τ = 5.97, η =
0.0257, k = 1.4. (Quasi)momentum zero corresponds to the centre of both islands on the y axis, while θ is
the angle parameter of the standard map as classical limit of the kicked rotor problem. The horizon stripe in
the right plot marks the typical width of an experimental quasimomentum distribution for a Bose-Einstein
condensate.
2. Fidelity revivals
Even if we detune the kick period τ slightly from the mentioned resonance conditions, we may
still be able to estimate the true quantum motion using a pseudoclassical model introduced in
[27, 35]. In this model, the absolute value of the detuning || plays the role of Planck’s constant,
and hence the theory has a semiclassical limit at exact quantum resonance. The -classical dynamics
is described by the following discrete map which relates the variables I and θ from immediately
after the t-th kick to immediately after the (t + 1)-th one
It+1 = It + k˜ sin θt+1 + sgn()τη
θt+1 = θt + sgn()It mod 2pi
. (21)
Here, I = J + sgn()[pi` + τβ + τηt] and J = ||p is the rescaled momentum. Similarly, the
new effective kick strength is defined by k˜ = ||k. Since the effective kick strength is multiplied
by the small detuning in this model, the classical phase space is nearly integrable and its centre
corresponds to a pendulum-like resonance island [20, 36–38], see Fig. 4. In this subsection, we
continue now to study the case without gravity, i.e. η = 0 (see left panel of the figure).
Within the harmonic approximation, initial states starting at momentum close to zero will
oscillate around the island, with an oscillation frequency depending on the coupling strength,
ωi =
√
ki|| (i = 1, 2) in this case. Hence, while the fidelity initially can decay fast at finite detuning
13
FIG. 5. Slightly smoothed version of the fidelity as predicted by Eq. (22) (thick black line) and numerical
data (grey/red curve) for k1 = 0.8pi, k2 = 0.6pi, and detuning  = 0.01. Please note that the fidelity does
start at 1 on the y axis, which is not visible here owing to the fast initial drop after just a few kicks. Data
adapted from [37].
[39], it may recover if the two frequencies – related to the two kick strength – are commensurable.
Focusing only onto resonant values of quasimomentum, the fidelity that carries over formula (18)
to finite detuning is
Fβres(k1, k2, t, η = 0) ∼

2pi
(|ω2 cos(ω1t) sin(ω2t)− ω1 cos(ω2t) sin(ω1t)|)−1 , (22)
where the symbol ∼ means that this result is asymptotically true for small  and large times.
The predicted revivals of the fidelity are typical for integrable motion around nonlinear islands
characterized by their winding numbers (ωi measured in number of kicks) in the Poincare´ sections.
Typical results of fidelity revivals are reported in Fig. 5.
3. Dynamical tunneling
This subsection deals now with the case of a perturbation in the kick strength and one fixed
value of gravity η 6= 0. All we want to say here is essentially contained in Fig. 6. While initially,
for short times, the fidelity suffers a fast exponential decay, this decay and the further evaluation
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is modulated with almost periodic oscillations. This oscillations are the better visible, the more
we average over initial conditions (in this case different values of quasimomenta). The initial
decay is arising from the part of the initial wave packet that lies in the chaotic component of
either of the two dynamics (defined by the two different kick strengths) in the pseudoclassical
phase space, see right panel of Fig. 4. While its behaviour seems to be non-uniform and strongly
dependent on parameters, we can estimate the oscillation frequency by a similar argument as in
the previous subsection (III B 2). The simplest form of this estimate gives an oscillation frequency
of |ω1−ω2|+ ∆θ, where ωi (i = 1, 2) were defined above and ∆θ is the shift of the island centre in
phase space induced by the change in the kick strength at finite gravity. This shift of the frequency
can be a understood in the following way: for the elliptic motion in one island the trajectory is
ahead, whereas for the elliptic motion in the other island the trajectory is behind, so they get closer
to each other and rephase after a shorter period than in the case when both islands lie concentric.
The shift, which we estimate by ∆θ, depends on the precise geometry of the two islands, and the
overlapping area.
Already the data in the left panel of Fig. 6 shows a significant change in slope of the overall
fidelity decay after some time, see the solid line at about 100 kick. We can analyze this asymptotic
behaviour better focussing on an initial wave packet with just one single initial quasimomentum,
see right panel of Fig. 6. The fidelity is – after the initial decay – dominated by the parts of
the wave packet which are trapped inside the islands, similar to the one shown in Fig. 4 (right
panel). We chose our initial states in the form of Gaussian states mostly located inside one island.
The decay from the islands into the chaotic sea is a well known phenomenon known as dynamical
tunneling, see in this context [30, 40] and refs. therein. We will argue now that this is the main
mechanism responsible of the fidelity decay at long times. The most important contribution to
fidelity comes from the parts of each factor in the scalar product in (13) that are trapped in the
respective travelling island. The decay of fidelity is then in turn determined by the decay of each of
these two parts, which is determined by its respective tunneling rate Γi (i = 1, 2) into the chaotic
sea. Based on this semiclassical reasoning, we came up with the following ansatz for the asymptotic
decay of fidelity [28]
F (t) ∝ µ(A1\A2)e−Γ1t + µ(A2\A1)e−Γ2t + µ(A2 ∩ A1)e−(Γ1+Γ2)t . (23)
Here µ is the classical invariant measure of phase space sets, Ai is the island in the phase space
around the fixed point associated with ki. In our simulations, the phase-space areas appearing
in (23) were estimated as described in the appendix of [28]. The quantum decay rates due to
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FIG. 6. (left) Fidelity averaged over a broad ensemble of quasimomenta in [0, 1) (corresponding to a cold-
atom experiment with wide initial momentum distribution) for the parameters τ = 5.86, η = 0.01579τ, k1 =
0.8pi, k2 = 0.75pi (dashed line) and k2 = 0.7pi (solid line). (right) Comparison between the survival probability
(black dots and thin blue line) and the fidelity for one fixed quasimomentum (red/grey thick solid line) for
τ = 5.86,  = τ − 2pi, η = 0.01579τ , β ≈ 0.49, k2 = 0.8pi, k1 = 0.7pi. The upper thin blue line corresponds to
k1 and gives the tunneling rates Γ1 = 5.1× 10−4, whereas the lower black dots corresponds to k2 and gives
Γ2 = 4.4× 10−5. The crosses represent an exponential fit with a rate Γ = 3.5× 10−5 to guide the eye. Data
in the right panel adapted from [28].
dynamical tunneling were computed numerically for each ki. To do so we computed the survival
probability as shown in Fig. 6 by the blue dashed line. Our semiclassical formula (23) provides a
simple yet powerful estimate for the fidelity decay since it is rather universal and applicable to a
large variety of systems.
We finish this subsection by stating that first experimental measurements are on there way to
detect signatures of dynamical tunneling of states prepared in quantum accelerator mode islands
such as shown in the right panel of Fig. 4, see ref. [30]. The problem will remain, of course, to
reach a high enough experimental stability to get access to the evolution to times longer than just
a few dozens of kicks.
4. Thermometry in ultra-cold atoms
We now turn back again at exact quantum resonance conditions, more particularly to formula
(20) from subsection III B. From the phase term φ(β, η, t) in Eq. (20) it can be seen that, when
quasimomentum β is non zero, then the total phase induced by different values of η depends not
only on its magnitude but also on its sign. Experiments to investigate this situation were performed
at Oklahoma with a Bose-Einstein condensate of about 40 000 rubidium atoms [29]. The atoms
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FIG. 7. Fidelities from formula (20) vs. η for τ = 4pi, k = 0.5, taken after four kicks and averaged
over a Gaussian distribution of quasimomenta with FWHM of about ∆β = 0.06 (a) and ∆β = 0.07 (b)
centered around β = 0.5. The solid lines are theoretical averages whilst the symbols represent experimentally
measured data points. Red circles and black stars represent the fidelity with negative and positive η,
respectively. We can see that the asymmetry between positive and negative gravity values, denoted η±,
increases for a broader distribution of quasimomenta allowing, in principle, the extraction of the mean
kinetic energy of a cold atom ensemble from fidelity measurements. Data adapted from [29].
correspond to a distribution of quasimomenta with a FWHM of about 0.05 in our dimensionless
units. We must average Eq. (20) over these initial conditions in β. The data – guided by our theory
– clearly indicate that the asymmetric dependence of the averaged fidelity on gravity may turn out
to be useful in determining externally applied accelerations and, in turn, the temperature (given
by the kinetic energy) of ultracold atoms in the limit of negligible interatomic interactions. The
immediate value of this experimental application is highlighted by the fact that just four kicks were
used in Fig. 7, making similar experiments very fast, stable and versatile. While the experimental
data from Fig. 7 is not yet as stable as one would like for a practically useful thermometer,
numerical results shown in Fig. 8 confirm the linear correlation between the normalized visibility
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of the asymmetry and the momentum width of the atomic cloud.
We conclude this section by remarking that the quantum kick rotor in the presence of gravity,
as describe by the Hamiltonian (9), is for generic values of η not reducible to a periodically time-
dependent system. Hence, we indeed need the dynamical fidelity in order to characterize the large
variety of different dynamical regimes of this paradigm system of quantum chaos. A description by
the static fidelity measure of section II would instead only be possible for values of η commensurable
with τ/||, see ref. [40] for details.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The fidelity measure has found a plethora of applications over the last sixty years, from spin
and photon echos over to low-dimensional quantum chaotic systems [1–5]. We reviewed here two
important specific fidelities, a static overlap of eigenfunctions and a dynamical overlap of generic
wave functions. The former has been successfully used to detect avoided crossings in complex
quantum systems, ranging from quantum phase transitions in the ground state [10–12] to the char-
acterization of the chaoticity of the entire or parts of quantum spectra [6, 8, 9, 21]. The much
more studied dynamical fidelity has been investigated here for the paradigm system of quantum
chaos, the quantum kicked rotor. We showed several applications, ranging from characterizing
quasi-regular motion close to quantum resonance, over to dynamical tunneling and its indirect
use as a thermometer for ultracold atomic gases. We hope that this overview will inspire further
searches for interesting applications of the fidelity and generalized quantum echos, possible exploit-
ing much more the phase dependence of the quantum mechanical overlap function for new precision
experiments.
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FIG. 8. Numerical simulations of an asymmetry visibility defined as [F (η−)−F (η+)]/[F (η−)+F (η+)] show
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on the x axis via measurements of the asymmetry (on the y axis). Figure taken from [29].
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